Since the update of the 4th edition of the WHO Classification of Central Nervous System (CNS) Tumors published in 2016, particular molecular characteristics are part of the definition of a subset of these neoplasms. This combined 'histo-molecular' approach allows for a much more precise diagnosis of especially diffuse gliomas and embryonal CNS tumors. This review provides an update of the most important diagnostic and prognostic markers for state-of-the-art diagnosis of primary CNS tumors. Defining molecular markers for diffuse gliomas are IDH1/IDH2 mutations, 1p/19q codeletion and mutations in histone H3 genes. Medulloblastomas, the most frequent embryonal CNS tumors, are divided into four molecularly defined groups according to the WHO 2016 Classification: wingless/integrated (WNT) signaling pathway activated, sonic hedgehog (SHH) signaling pathway activated and tumor protein p53 gene (TP53)-mutant, SHH-activated and TP53-wildtype, and non-WNT/non-SHH-activated. Molecular characteristics are also important for the diagnosis of several other CNS tumors, such as RELA fusionpositive subtype of ependymoma, atypical teratoid rhabdoid tumor (AT/RT), embryonal tumor with multilayered rosettes, and solitary fibrous tumor/hemangiopericytoma. Immunohistochemistry is a helpful alternative for further molecular characterization of several of these tumors. Additionally, genome-wide methylation profiling is a very promising new tool in CNS tumor diagnostics. Much progress has thus been made by translating the most relevant molecular knowledge into a more precise clinical diagnosis of CNS tumors. Hopefully, this will enable more specific and more effective therapeutic approaches for the patients suffering from these tumors.
Introduction
Up until the 4th edition of World Health Organization (WHO) Classification of Central Nervous System (CNS) Tumors that was published in 2007 [1] , definitions of CNS tumor entities were mainly based on histological characteristics and resemblance with a supposed cell type of origin. This approach was increasingly supplied by panels of immunohistochemical markers giving information on differentiation and proliferation. Although many microscopy-based diagnoses were and still are rather robust, review panels have revealed considerable diagnostic inter-observer variation with a danger of detrimental consequences for patients [2, 3] . This situation prompted the identification and implementation of more robust diagnostic markers.
The tremendous increase in knowledge of the molecular characteristics of CNS tumors during the last decade has allowed for a paradigm shift. In the update of the 4th edition of the WHO classification CNS tumors published in 2016 [4] , molecular aberrations are part of the definition of particular brain tumor entities for the first time. Especially, the classification of the most frequent primary neoplasms of the CNS parenchyma itself, the diffuse gliomas, has undergone major restructuring based on the status of a few key molecular aberrations. Similarly, major changes have been introduced in the classification of medulloblastomas and some other embryonal tumors. This situation brings new challenges for the work-up of these tumors. Meanwhile, technology continues to develop along with reduced costs of molecular diagnostic platforms. This, combined with the possibility to make a 'molecular diagnosis' based on immunohistochemical analysis, brings a state-of-the-art, integrated morphological and molecular diagnosis of CNS tumors within reach of an increasing number of centers.
In this review, the most significant developments with respect to molecular diagnosis of primary tumors of the CNS are highlighted, with a strong focus on markers conveying diagnostic and/or prognostic information. An overview of these markers is given in Tables 1-3 . Some of these diagnostic and/or prognostic markers may provide leads for specific therapeutic management, an aspect that is briefly covered in this review as well. For more detailed information on purely predictive markers for the efficacy of particular therapeutic approaches such as targeted treatment, the reader is referred to other reviews [5] [6] [7] [8] . For a recent overview of the molecular diagnostic tools that may be used, see our recent review on this topic [9] .
Gliomas
Gliomas comprise a very heterogeneous group of primary CNS tumors, originally classified according to their microscopic similarity with or presumed origin of non-neoplastic glial (precursor) cells (e.g. astrocytes-astrocytoma; oligodendroglial cellsoligodendroglioma; 'glioblast'-glioblastoma). Gliomas are traditionally divided into two major categories: 'diffuse' gliomas and 'non-diffuse' gliomas. Diffuse gliomas are characterized by tumor cell migration over large distances into the CNS parenchyma, thereby precluding curative surgical resection. Diffuse gliomas have for decades been diagnosed as diffuse astrocytomas and oligodendrogliomas, or as tumors with a mixed astrocytic and oligodendroglial phenotype (oligoastrocytomas). In addition, a malignancy grade was assigned based on the presence or the absence of marked mitotic activity, necrosis and/or florid microvascular proliferation. In contrast to diffuse gliomas, non-diffuse gliomas are generally much more circumscribed. Examples from this category are pilocytic astrocytoma and different variants of ependymoma. Now, molecular information helps to categorize glial tumors into different diffuse and non-diffuse glioma entities as explained below.
Discovery of 1p/19q codeletion as a marker for oligodendroglial tumors
In 1994, it was reported that many oligodendroglial tumors show loss of heterozygosity (LOH) for the short arm of chromosome 1 (1p) and the long arm of chromosome 19 (19q) [10] . Soon after, it became clear that 1p/19q codeletion is associated with sensitivity to procarbazine-lomustine-vincristine (PCV) chemotherapy and improved outcome [11] . Since then, testing for the presence/ absence of this codeletion has increasingly been used for recognition of this subset of diffuse gliomas.
Discovery of isocitrate dehydrogenase mutations
The discovery of point mutations in the isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 and 2 (IDH1/IDH2) genes by large scale next-generation sequencing (NGS) in glioblastomas [12] , and soon after also in lower grade diffuse gliomas [13] [14] [15] [16] , has been a major driver of classifying diffuse gliomas on a molecular basis. IDH1/IDH2 mutations were found at low frequency in glioblastomas but at much higher frequencies in WHO grade II and III diffuse astrocytomas, oligodendrogliomas, and oligoastrocytomas. The glioblastomas with IDH1/IDH2 mutations were later on considered to be 'secondary' glioblastomas originating from such lower grade diffuse gliomas, and the IDH-wildtype glioblastomas as 'de novo' or 'primary' glioblastomas [12, 14, 17] . Patients with an IDH-mutant glioblastoma generally showed substantially longer overall survival than those with IDH-wildtype glioblastoma [12] . This prognostic impact of IDH mutation was later confirmed for WHO grade II and III diffuse gliomas [13] [14] [15] [16] . In fact, the impact of IDH mutation on survival was so pronounced that the overall survival for patients with IDH-wildtype anaplastic astrocytoma (WHO grade III) was found to be worse than for patients with IDH-mutant glioblastoma (WHO grade IV) [18] . IDH mutations are considered to be the initiating event in the oncogenesis of IDH-mutant gliomas [19] . The mutant IDH protein is a tumor-specific neoantigen/immunogenic epitope and may represent a promising therapeutic target, especially the IDH1 R132H mutation, which accounts for $90% of the IDH mutations in gliomas [16, 20, 21] . Mutation-specific antibodies allow for a very reliable detection of IDH1 R132H protein [17, 18] .
Impact of 1p/19q codeletion and IDH mutations on WHO classification
Based on the above described findings, the following three major categories of diffuse gliomas have been defined in the WHO 2016 Classification of CNS tumors:
• diffuse astrocytic tumors (astrocytoma/anaplastic astrocytoma/glioblastoma), IDH-wildtype; • diffuse astrocytic tumors (astrocytoma/anaplastic astrocytoma/glioblastoma), IDH-mutant; • oligodendroglial tumors (oligodendroglioma/anaplastic oligodendroglioma), IDH-mutant and 1p/19q-codeleted.
The armamentarium required to adequately diagnose diffuse gliomas has thus become more complex. Recognizing that molecular testing cannot always be carried out due to lack of resources or suboptimal quality/quantity of the tissue samples, a 'not otherwise specified' (NOS) category has been introduced in the WHO 2016 Classification for cases in which relevant molecular information is not available because molecular testing could not (successfully) be carried out [22] .
Other molecular markers in diffuse gliomas -TERT promoter, ATRX and TP53 mutations Almost all IDH-mutant, 1p/19q-codeleted oligodendroglial tumors have activating mutations in the telomerase reverse transcriptase gene (TERT) promoter region [23] [24] [25] , making this genetic aberration a valuable diagnostic marker in the right context. However, these mutations are also frequent in IDH- wildtype glioblastomas [24] . In fact, in a histologically lowergrade, diffuse, IDH-wildtype astrocytoma the presence of a TERT promoter mutation and/or of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene amplification and/or of combined gain of whole chromosome 7 plus loss of whole chromosome 10 signifies behavior of the tumor as of glioblastoma (WHO grade IV) [23, 24] . Unlike IDH-mutant and 1p/19q-codeleted oligodendrogliomas, IDH-mutant astrocytic tumors frequently carry an alphathalassemia/mental retardation syndrome X-linked gene (ATRX) and a tumor protein p53 gene (TP53) mutation [26] [27] [28] . Loss of P Presence of a TP53 mutation in SSH-activated medulloblastoma indicates poor prognosis nuclear ATRX immunohistochemical staining (IHC) is a strong predictor of presence of ATRX mutation [29] , while strong and extensive nuclear staining of tumor cell nuclei for tumor protein p53 (p53) signifies presence of a TP53 mutation.
Oligoastrocytomas
For decades, unequivocal histopathological delineation of oligoastrocytoma from astrocytoma or oligodendroglioma remained very difficult [2, 3] . Accumulation of molecular knowledge has now revealed that, at the molecular level, 'real oligoastrocytomas' are very rare. The WHO 2016 Classification still encompasses a diagnosis of (anaplastic) oligoastrocytoma, NOS. In the very rare cases in which both an IDH-mutant (and ATRX/ TP53-mutant) astrocytic and an IDH-mutant, 1p/19q-codeleted component can be demonstrated, one may want to add that this denotes a molecularly-proven 'dual genotype' oligoastrocytoma [30] [31] [32] .
Diffuse midline glioma, H3 K27M-mutant
Another new entity in the WHO 2016 Classification is 'diffuse midline glioma, H3 K27M-mutant'. This entity must harbor a K27M mutation in either the H3 Histone Family Member 3A (H3F3A) or Histone Cluster 1 H3 Family Member B/C (HIST1H3B/C) gene, have a glial phenotype, be located in the midline, and show a diffuse growth pattern. Both the morphological and molecular parts of the definition are important, since H3 K27M mutations are not exclusive to midline gliomas. Recent studies have identified H3 K27M mutations in, e.g. a subset of posterior fossa ependymomas [33] and rarely in gangliogliomas [34] and (anaplastic) pilocytic astrocytomas [35, 36] . H3 K27M mutation in these tumors seems to implicate more aggressive behavior. Diffuse midline gliomas occur primarily in children, but may occur in adults as well [37] . Most of the tumors previously diagnosed as diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma are H3 K27M-mutant and thus belong to the 'diffuse midline glioma, H3 K27M- Table 3 . Genetic aberrations presented in alphabetical order for 'other' (i.e. non-glial, non-embryonal) CNS tumors mutant' entity. This tumor carries a very poor prognosis, with a 2-year survival rate below 10% [38, 39] and a mean survival of $9 months [40, 41] . Presence of H3 K27M mutation can now also reliably be demonstrated using immunohistochemistry [37, 38] .
RELA fusion-positive ependymoma
Until the WHO 2016 Classification, ependymal tumors were classified based on morphology, but the correlation between malignancy grade as assessed by histopathological examination and clinical behavior remained unclear [42, 43] . Based on DNA methylation profiling analysis, nine distinct molecular subgroups of ependymal tumors were reported (three in each of the following compartments: supratentorial, posterior fossa, and spinal canal) [44] . In the supratentorial compartment, 'ependymoma, v-rel avian reticuloendotheliosis viral oncogene homolog A (RELA) fusion-positive' was considered to be so distinct that it was designated a separate entity in the WHO 2016 Classification. These tumors are characterized by oncogenic fusions between RELA, the principal effector of canonical nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-jB) signaling, and C11orf95 (an uncharacterized gene). RELA fusionpositive ependymomas represent the majority of pediatric supratentorial ependymal tumors but can also occur in adults. L1 cell adhesion molecule (L1CAM) and cyclin D1 expression, as detected by immunohistochemistry, are useful but non-specific surrogate markers for RELA fusion-positive ependymomas [45] .
Other molecular markers in gliomas
Detection of the B-raf proto-oncogene (BRAF) V600E mutation can be of value in the diagnosis of CNS tumors, its contribution depending on the exact differential diagnostic context. BRAF V600E mutation occurs in about half of all epithelioid glioblastomas [46, 47] , pleomorphic xanthoastrocytomas and gangliogliomas, and in a smaller subset of subependymal giant cell astrocytomas (SEGAs), pilocytic astrocytomas and dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumors. Demonstration of BRAF V600E mutation in a tumor may provide a useful therapeutic target [48, 49] .
The oncogenic KIAA1549 and B-raf proto-oncogene (KIAA1549-BRAF) fusion is present in $70% of pilocytic astrocytomas and has high differential diagnostic value as it is only found in the rare diffuse leptomeningeal glioneuronal tumor (DLGNT) and very rarely in other gliomas [50] .
Most oligodendroglial tumors harbor drosophila homolog of capicua gene (CIC) mutations, and a smaller subset of far upstream element binding protein gene (FUBP1) mutations [28, 51, 52] . These mutations may be of differential diagnostic value but their prognostic meaning is so far unclear.
Glioblastomas were the first tumors for which an epigenetic biomarker came into clinical use. The DNA repair enzyme O-6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) removes the alkyl groups and thereby repairs the mutagenic DNA lesions, whereby DNA damage and apoptosis are prevented. Accordingly, promoter methylation of the MGMT gene has been found to be a useful predictive marker for the responsiveness to temozolomide [53] . Most clinical information on the impact of hypermethylation of the MGMT promoter focusses on glioblastomas. Its implication for other (diffuse) gliomas is much less clear, also because in previous studies of patients with oligodendrogliomas PCV rather than temozolomide was used as chemotherapy, and treatment of histologically lower grade astrocytomas often did not include chemotherapy.
Emerging glioma entities
It is expected that more subgroups of gliomas will emerge as distinct entities in the near future. High-grade IDH-wildtype gliomas with an H3 G34 mutation (or, dependent on the nomenclature used, H3 G35 mutation) occur most often in the cerebral hemispheres in adolescents and young adult patients and may histologically show glioblastoma as well as embryonal tumor histology. While the microscopic phenotype is not associated with a clear difference in prognosis, presence of MGMT promoter methylation and lack of oncogene amplification has been reported to be associated with longer survival [54] .
Another group of gliomas that may deserve its own 'entity' in CNS tumor classification are high-grade, IDH-wildtype astrocytic tumors with piloid features that relatively frequently occur in the posterior fossa of adult patients. Molecularly, these often show cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A/B gene (CDKN2A/B) deletion, mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway gene alteration and, somewhat less frequently, ATRX mutation [55] .
In the overarching category of ependymomas, some new entities are emerging as well. Yes-associated protein 1 gene (YAP1) fusion-positive supratentorial ependymomas occur primarily in children and generally have a favorable prognosis [44] . Regarding ependymal tumors in the posterior fossa, based on methylation profiling analysis, group-A and group-B ependymomas can be identified, with, respectively, relatively poor and good prognosis. Recently, loss of global H3 K27 trimethylation (H3 K27me3), which can be detected by immunohistochemistry, has been reported to be very powerful tool for discriminating group A posterior fossa ependymomas from the group B tumors, the latter showing retained nuclear H3 K27me3 expression [56] .
CNS embryonal tumors
In the WHO 2016 Classification, the term 'primitive neuroectodermal tumor' (PNET) has been replaced by 'CNS embryonal tumor', partly to avoid further confusion with non-CNS PNETs, and partly because the term PNET was increasingly used as a poorly defined waste basket. CNS embryonal tumors predominantly occur in children and are histologically characterized by very high cellularity with densely packed and poorly differentiated small cells that generally show a limited amount of cytoplasm, variable nuclear pleomorphism and marked mitotic activity. This category encompasses medulloblastomas, embryonal tumors with multilayered rosettes (ETMRs), atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumors (AT/RTs) and a heterogeneous group of other embryonal CNS tumors.
Medulloblastomas
The vast majority of embryonal tumors in the posterior fossa are medulloblastomas. The histologic medulloblastoma subtypes (classic, desmoplastic/nodular, extensive nodularity, large cell/ anaplastic) described in the WHO 2016 Classification have not substantially changed compared with the WHO 2007 Classification [4, 57] . More recent studies, however, revealed particular molecular medulloblastoma subgroups and have showed that molecular and histological data provide complementary diagnostic information [4, 58, 59] . The WHO 2016 Classification proposes an integrated 'histo-molecular' diagnosis of medulloblastomas and lists four molecular groups:
WNT-activated. These tumors encompass $10% of all medulloblastomas, and generally show the classic, but occasionally the large cell/anaplastic, phenotype. Over 90% of wingless/integrated (WNT)-activated medulloblastomas carry a beta-catenin gene (CTNNB1) mutation. Less frequently, mutations in other components of the WNT-signaling pathway, such as the axis inhibition protein 1 gene (AXIN1) and adenomatous polyposis coli gene (APC), are found. The defect in the WNT-signaling pathway results in nuclear accumulation of beta-catenin as can be demonstrated by immunohistochemistry. About 85% of the tumors in this group show monosomy for chromosome 6. Children with WNT-activated medulloblastomas generally have a good prognosis, but in adults the prognosis may be less favorable [60, 61] .
Sonic hedgehog-activated and TP53-wildtype. About 30% of all medulloblastomas belong to the Sonic hedgehog (SHH)-activated group and the vast majority of these are TP53-wildtype. The nodular/desmoplastic and the much less frequently occurring extensive nodularity histologic subtype are almost exclusively found in this molecular group. These tumors occur predominantly in infants and adulthood and are considered low risk. Especially in younger patients, patched 1 gene (PTCH1) or suppressor of fused [(SUFU), negative regulator of hedgehog signaling] gene germline mutations may be found.
SHH-activated and TP53-mutant.
A small percentage of SHHactivated medulloblastomas is TP53-mutant. These tumors occur predominantly in childhood, often show the large cell/anaplastic phenotype and have a poor prognosis. Up to half of the patients in this group have a TP53 germline mutation [62] .
Non-WNT/non-SHH. This last category encompasses the 'group 3 and group 4' molecular categories as recognized in multiple studies. Group 3 and group 4 medulloblastomas, representing, respectively, $20% and 40% of all medulloblastomas, occur especially in infancy/childhood. Because in many centers, demonstration of these subcategories is still difficult due to a lack of easily accessible diagnostic tools, groups 3 and 4 are still included under the umbrella of the non-WNT/non-SHH molecular category in the WHO 2016 Classification. Histologically, these medulloblastomas are almost always of the classic or large cell/ anaplastic phenotype.
Assessment of the molecular subtype of medulloblastoma can often be achieved by performing immunohistochemistry for (surrogate) markers like beta-catenin, GRB2 associated binding protein 1 (GAB1), YAP1, p53, homeobox protein OTX2 (OTX2) and/or low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor (p75NGFR) [63] . Across different histologic and molecular medulloblastoma groups, v-Myc avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (MYC) and/or v-Myc avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene neuroblastoma-derived homolog (MYCN) are often amplified and may provide prognostic information, but the exact prognostic impact appears to be subgroup dependent [64, 65] . In $5% of the children diagnosed with medulloblastoma, a germline mutation accounts for the development of the tumor. This is most frequently seen in the SHH-activated subgroup (TP53, SUFU, PTCH1), but can also be found in the WNT-activated subgroup (APC) and rarely based on partner and localizer of BRCA2 (PALB2) or BRCA2, DNA repair associated gene (BRCA2) germline mutation (in SHH-activated and non-WNT/non-SHH subgroups) [66] . In order to improve outcome and reduce sideeffects, a molecularly driven, risk-adapted treatment approach is crucial and may necessitate further subgrouping of medulloblastomas [65, [67] [68] [69] .
Atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumors
AT/RT was already introduced as an entity in previous WHO classifications, but in the WHO 2016 Classification demonstration of an underlying defect in SWI/SNF related, matrixassociated, actin-dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily B, member 1 gene (SMARCB1) or, rarely, SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin-dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily A, member 4 gene (SMARCA4) is now required for the diagnosis of canonical AT/RT. The products of these genes are essential components of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex. Defect function of SMARCB1 or SMARCA4 results in lack of nuclear staining for the intact integrase interactor 1 (INI1) or Brahmarelated gene 1 (BRG1) protein, respectively [70] . In the WHO 2016 Classification, tumors with AT/RT phenotype but with INI1 and BRG1 nuclear staining are now designated CNS embryonal tumor with rhabdoid features. Further molecular subgrouping of AT/RTs may become clinically relevant, e.g. because of differences in therapeutic targets in these subgroups [71, 72] .
Embryonal tumors with multilayered rosettes
'ETMR, C19MC-altered' has been introduced in the WHO 2016 Classification as a separate entity. In the past, these tumors were generally diagnosed as ependymoblastoma, medulloepithelioma, or embryonal tumor with abundant neuropil and true rosettes [73] . The C19MC alteration generally consists of a focal highlevel amplicon of chromosome 19q13.42, covering a large microRNA cluster that can be detected by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) or high-resolution cytogenetic techniques [74] [75] [76] . Strong and diffuse lin-28 homolog A (LIN28A) cytoplasmic immunostaining of tumor cells is a highly sensitive surrogate marker for 'ETMR, C19MC-altered', but medulloepitheliomas lacking the C19MC alteration and some other CNS tumors (e.g. gliomas, AT/RTs and germ cell tumors) can be LIN28A positive as well [77, 78] . ETMRs in which the C19MC status is not tested or demonstrated are designated in the WHO 2016 Classification as 'ETMR, NOS', or, in case of the medulloepithelioma phenotype, as medulloepithelioma.
Embryonal tumors of the pineal and pituitary region
Compared with other embryonal CNS tumors, pineoblastomas are reported to have fewer cytogenetic alterations. RB transcriptional corepressor 1 (RB1) mutations (þ/À germline defect) and Dicer 1, ribonuclease III (DICER1) mutations are linked to pineoblastoma [79, 80] . Pituitary blastoma is an extremely rare embryonal tumor of the pituitary gland, with DICER1 mutation as a key predisposing event [81] . Recently, it was reported that intracranial sarcomas with rhabdomyosarcoma-like features in children often carry a DICER1 mutation as well (in some patients, a germline mutation without evidence of a cancer-related syndrome at the time of diagnosis) [82] . Pineal anlage tumors are very rare pineal tumors with an embryonal component combined with heterologous differentiation (e.g. skeletal muscle, chondroid differentiation) and often contain melanin. So far, no distinctive diagnostic molecular features of this tumor have been identified.
Other embryonal CNS tumors
Apart from the abovementioned embryonal tumors, the WHO 2016 Classification lists CNS neuroblastoma, CNS ganglioneuroblastoma and CNS embryonal tumor NOS. Meanwhile, detailed molecular (including methylation) analysis of tumors previously diagnosed as CNS PNET has revealed that some of these tumors could be reclassified as glioblastoma, ependymoma or Ewing sarcoma, and four new subgroups with recurrent gene fusions [83, 84] :
• CNS neuroblastoma with forkhead box R2 (FOXR2) activation (NB-FOXR2), typically showing FOXR2 fusions.
• High-grade neuroepithelial tumor with meningioma 1 gene (MN1) alteration (HGNET-MN1), often carrying an MN1 fusion that can be identified by FISH using an MN1 break apart probe. These tumors may have an astroblastoma-phenotype and are reported to be associated with a somewhat less grim prognosis compared with other embryonal CNS tumors.
• Ewing sarcoma family tumor with CIC alteration (EFT-CIC), typically characterized by structural variants involving CIC that can be detected by break-apart FISH (in case of CIC-NUTM1 fusion) or RNA sequencing (in case of CIC frameshift deletion) and positive NUT Midline Carcinoma Family Member 1 (NUTM1) nuclear immunohistochemistry as a surrogate marker.
• BCL6 corepressor (BCOR)-altered neuroepithelial tumor (BCOR-NET), characterized by typically an internal tandem repeat in the BCOR gene.
Further study is necessary to assess the exact clinical significance of such a refined classification of 'other embryonal CNS tumors'. Also, since e.g. EFT-CIC and BCOR-NET are not limited to the CNS, these tumors may in fact represent malignant mesenchymal tumors/sarcomas [64] .
'Other' (non-glial, non-embryonal) primary CNS tumors
The group of 'other' primary CNS tumors encompasses a very heterogeneous collection of neoplasms, including meningiomas (malignant) peripheral nerve sheath tumors, primary melanocytic tumors of the CNS, and craniopharyngiomas. Hematologic tumors and neoplasms of the soft tissues and bone occur elsewhere in the body as well and are beyond the scope of this review. Further information on these tumors the can be found in the respective WHO classifications [85, 86] . Pituitary adenomas, by far the most frequent pituitary tumors, are dealt with in the WHO Classification of endocrine neoplasms and are also not further discussed. Immunohistochemical transcription termination factor 1 (TTF1) nuclear staining is very helpful for the diagnosis of primary neurohypophyseal tumors including granular cell tumor, pituicytoma and spindle cell oncocytoma. Meanwhile, molecular diagnostics so far does not yet play an important role in the clinical diagnosis of most pituitary neoplasms [87] . Also, the diagnosis of the heterogeneous group of primary CNS germ cell tumors generally does not yet require molecular diagnostics.
Regarding 'meningiomas', there is now increasing evidence that presence of a TERT promoter mutation signifies more aggressive clinical behavior [88, 89] . Furthermore, some mutations are clearly associated with particular histological phenotypes (secretory meningioma-combined kruppel like factor 4 gene (KLF4) and TNF receptor associated factor 7 (TRAF7) mutations [90, 91] ; clear cell meningioma-SMARCE1 (germline) mutation [92] ; meningothelial and transitional meningioma-AKT serine/threonine kinase 1 gene (AKT1) mutations [93, 94] ). Recently, DNA methylation profiling was reported to allow for better prediction of tumor recurrence/prognosis compared with WHO grading [95] . This potentially influences the clinical follow-up plan and whether patients should be offered radiotherapy. However, according to the WHO 2016 Classification, molecular analysis is not yet required for the diagnosis of meningiomas. Re-evaluation of previous clinical trials combined with information obtained by future clinical studies is necessary to address more precisely how DNA methylation profiling and other molecular alterations can help to improve the therapeutic management of these patients [96] .
High-grade 'malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors' (MPNSTs) frequently show combined inactivation of neurofibromin gene 1 (NF1), CDKN2A, and of the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) complex, irrespective if it concerns sporadic, radiation-induced or NF1-associated tumors. Loss of H3 K27me3 nuclear staining is now used as an important aid in the diagnosis of MPNSTs [97] [98] [99] . For cases with a challenging differential diagnosis between a benign and malignant nerve sheath tumor, this marker helps to increase the number of patients being treated based on the correct diagnosis [100] . Other immunohistochemical markers that may be helpful in this realm are neurofibromin (the product of NF1) [97, 101] , EGFR, CDKN2A (p16), SRY-Box 10 (SOX10) [102] and in some cases INI-1 [103, 104] .
As 'CNS solitary fibrous tumors/hemangiopericytomas' (SFTs/ HPCs), like SFTs elsewhere in the body, typically show gene fusion between NGFI-A Binding Protein 2 gene (NAB2) and signal transducer and activator of transcription 6 gene (STAT6) (NAB2-STAT6), they are now considered as tumors that may show differences in histology but belong to the same entity. In order to 'smoothen' the transition towards a new classification, these tumors are still listed in the WHO 2016 Classification as SFT/HPC, rather than just SFT as is done in the WHO classification of soft tissue tumors. NAB2-STAT6 fusion results in aberrant accumulation of STAT6 protein in tumor cell nuclei, which can reliably be demonstrated by simple STAT6 immunohistochemistry.
In adult patients, activating GNAQ or GNA11 hotspot mutations are frequent in 'primary melanocytic tumors of the CNS' (melanocytomas, melanomas). Thereby, these CNS tumors closely resemble uveal melanomas at the molecular level. Demonstration of guanine nucleotide-binding protein gene (GNAQ or GNA11) mutations in a melanocytic CNS tumor very strongly favors a primary CNS tumor over metastasis of cutaneous melanoma. Especially in children, primary melanocytic CNS tumors relatively frequently harbor a neuroblastoma RAS viral oncogene homolog (NRAS) mutation, especially so in the context of neurocutaneous melanosis [105] [106] [107] [108] .
Most 'craniopharyngiomas' are of the adamantinomatous subtype, and more than 90% of these tumors carry a CTNNB1 mutation, resulting in aberrant nuclear beta-catenin expression that can be demonstrated by immunohistochemistry. In contrast, the vast majority of craniopharyngiomas of the much less frequent papillary subtype carry the BRAF V600E mutation, which can be demonstrated by IHC for the mutant protein as well and may be used as a therapeutic target [109] [110] [111] [112] .
Discussion

Conclusions and future perspectives
Current neuro-oncological practice is increasingly dependent on molecular diagnostics of tumor tissue. To provide the best patient care possible, it is important to carefully select the assays used as well as to monitor their validity and accuracy. Simpler techniques such as Sanger sequencing, FISH and LOH analysis can provide very valuable molecular information but have their shortcomings. For example, for the detection of 1p/19q codeletion in diffuse gliomas preferably a platform is used that allows for discriminating partial 1p and/or 19q losses from the clinically relevant, complete 1p/19q codeletion [9] .
The rapidly growing number of mutations to detect and the increased possibilities for targeted therapies has propelled the development of NGS panels, where multiple mutations can be detected in a single analysis. Some of these panels allow for simultaneous detection of fusions and chromosomal copy number aberration, as well [9] . More recently, genome-wide methylation profiling has been reported as a very valuable tool for CNS tumor diagnostics [113, 114] . Indeed, in an increasing number of laboratories, advanced setups have been established with integrated diagnostic workflows covering microscopy-based methods, NGS and genome-wide methylation profiling (Figure 1 ). In addition, recent advances in neuro-imaging with techniques that assess, e.g. IDH status and 1p/19q-codeletion, are emerging and are playing an increasingly important role in diagnosis of CNS tumors [115, 116] .
Acknowledging that the WHO Classification is meant to be used world-wide, it is important to keep a balance between
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Integrated Diagnosis ion torrent Figure 1 . The integrated diagnostic workflow used in CNS tumor diagnostics depicted here is based on novel molecular platforms for nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) and genome-wide DNA methylation profiling besides conventional microscopy. Microscopy for standard histological evaluation includes panels of immunohistochemical staining (IHC) and in some laboratories also FISH analyses. NGS panels with selected genes allow for the detection of mutations, copy number variations (CNVs) and gene fusions. Genome-wide DNA methylation profiling is a novel approach with high potential as a support tool for a more refined and robust classification of CNS tumors.
incorporation of the latest molecular findings into a classification and the fact that in many places around the world testing for such aberrations is not possible. Indeed, the 'NOS' categories in the updated WHO Classification allow a WHO diagnosis based on histopathological analysis alone for tumors that ideally are further characterized at the molecular level. Meanwhile, further elucidation of the molecular underpinnings of CNS tumors is occurring at a rapid pace and can be expected to allow for an even more precise and objective diagnosis of a substantial subset of these tumors in the near future. In 2016, the Consortium to Inform Molecular and Practical Approaches to CNS Tumor Taxomy (cIMPACT-NOW consortium) consisting of expert-neuropathologists and a clinical advisory panel, was established with the goal of facilitating implementation of such novel, relevant molecular information into the clinical diagnosis of CNS tumors and into future classifications of these neoplasms [117] . This consortium has already published recommendations on how to use the term NOS versus 'not elsewhere classified' in the context of CNS tumor diagnostics according to the WHO 2016 Classification [22] , a clarification of the diagnosis of H3 K27M-mutant gliomas and diffuse low grade and anaplastic, IDH-mutant astrocytomas [118] .
Acknowledging that, with the introduction of molecularly defined subgroups of diffuse gliomas the traditionally used microscopic criteria for grading of these neoplasms might not suffice anymore [119, 120] , the recently published cIMPACT-NOW update 3 explains that EGFR amplification, TERT promoter mutation, and/or combined gain of complete chromosome 7 and loss of complete chromosome 10 can be used to make a diagnosis of 'molecular glioblastoma'. These tumors are designated as WHO grade IV based on the molecular parameters [121] . This supports treatment of IDH-wildtype anaplastic astrocytoma and potentially also IDH-wildtype diffuse astrocytoma having these molecular alterations as glioblastomas, although these tumors histologically appear as WHO grade III and II tumor, respectively. Also, new insights are emerging with regard to how to improve grading within the category of IDH-mutant diffuse astrocytic tumors, with homozygous CDKN2A/B loss as a molecular marker strongly associated with aggressive clinical behavior in this category [122] . Very recently, a cIMPACT-NOW update 4 has been published dealing with the indolent clinical behavior and rare anaplastic progression of diffuse IDH-wt/H3-wt gliomas with either a BRAF V600E mutation, an FGFR alteration, or an MYB or MYBL1 rearrangement. These diffuse gliomas mainly present in children but sometimes in adults. Identification of these molecular alterations warrant different approaches to the post-operative management of a WHO grade II diffuse glioma and, for some patients, even targeted therapies [123] . Detection of homozygous deletion at the CDKN2A/B locus is a molecular marker that should direct the neuropathologist away from a diagnosis of 'pediatric-type' diffuse glioma [123] .
Of note, current neuro-oncological treatment guidelines are still generally based on studies and experiences dating from the time before the availability of detailed molecular information. It is essential that treatment guidelines and neuro-oncology practices are soon re-evaluated in light of this more precise diagnostic information. Importantly, novel trials like the N 2 M 2 (NOA20) phase I/II trial offering molecularly matched targeted therapies to patients with IDH-wildtype non-MGMT promoter hypermethylated glioblastomas take the molecular status of the tumor into account and investigate the value of novel targeted drugs and radiotherapy in this context [124] .
In conclusion, enormous progress has been made by the elucidation of the molecular underpinnings of CNS tumors and by Now that the definition of some CNS tumors is based on a combination of histological and molecular features, a layered reporting format of the conclusion in the pathology report helps to convey not only the message of the 'integrated diagnosis', but also provides in a nutshell the most relevant information on the 'building blocks' used to reach this diagnosis. Of note, the WHO grade in layer 3 is based on standard histological evaluation. In some situations this grade may be overruled by information obtained by molecular analysis (WHO grade IV instead of WHO grade III in the integrated diagnosis in example 2), in other cases, the WHO grade may be left out in the integrated diagnosis as assigning an unequivocal WHO grade is (still) difficult (example 3).
translating this information into a more precise clinical diagnosis. For conveying the essence of the molecular findings to clinicians using a layered reporting format of the conclusion has been proposed [59] as given in Table 4 . More recently, the International Collaboration on Cancer Reporting (ICCR) has established guidelines about how to structure a pathology report that encompasses both histopathological and molecular information using the layered diagnostic approach (http:// www.iccr-cancer.org/datasets/published-datasets/central-ner vous-system). Evaluation of the molecular information in multidisciplinary teams will further facilitate optimal use of molecular diagnostics of CNS tumors in clinical practice ( Figure 2 ). Hopefully, in this way, an integrated 'histo-molecular' diagnosis of CNS tumors will boost more specific and effective therapeutic approaches for patients that suffer from these tumors.
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Pathological diagnosis
• Figure 2 . The pathological diagnosis of CNS tumors is a multi-step process starting with tumor tissue and in some cases also blood samples being analyzed with multiple tests to provide an integrated diagnosis. Evaluation and discussion of the pathological diagnosis by a multidisciplinary board of specialists from radiology, surgery, oncology, and (neuro)pathology is crucial for translating the findings into optimal therapeutic management for individual patients.
